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Abstract—The entorhinal-hippocampal circuit plays a critical
role in higher brain functions, especially spatial cognition. Grid
cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) periodically fire
with different grid spacing and orientation, which makes a
contribution that place cells in the hippocampus can uniquely
encode locations in an environment. But how sparse firing
granule cells in the dentate gyrus are formed from grid cells
in the MEC remains to be determined. Recently, the fruit fly
olfactory circuit provides a variant algorithm (called locality-
sensitive hashing) to solve this problem. To investigate how the
sparse place firing generates in the dentate gyrus can help
animals to break the perception ambiguity during environment
exploration, we build a biologically relevant, computational model
from grid cells to place cells. The weight from grid cells to
dentate gyrus granule cells is learned by competitive Hebbian
learning. We resorted to the robot system for demonstrating our
cognitive mapping model on the KITTI odometry benchmark
dataset. The experimental results show that our model is able to
stably, robustly build a coherent semi-metric topological map in
the large-scale outdoor environment. The experimental results
suggest that the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit as a variant
locality-sensitive hashing algorithm is capable of generating
sparse encoding for easily distinguishing different locations in the
environment. Our experiments also provide theoretical supports
that this analogous hashing algorithm may be a general principle
of computation in different brain regions and species.
Index Terms—Entorhinal-Hippocampal Circuit, Grid Cells,
Place Cells, Dentate Gyrus Granule Cells, Competitive Hebbian
Learning, Cognitive map
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial cognition endows many animals with impressive
navigation capabilities, who can travel long distances to find
mates, shelter, food, and water, and then correctly return to
their home in the large-scale environment. Tolman proposed
that a mental map-like representation in the brain, called
cognitive map, allows animals to learn spatial information
and performs space-dependent cognitive tasks, such as explo-
ration, mapping, localization, planning paths, and navigating
paths [1]. The discovery of place cells with striking spatial
selectivity in the hippocampus provides evidence for the
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hypothesis of cognitive map [2], [3]. Head direction cells
(HD cells) were originally discovered in the rodent dorsal
presubiculum, which fire maximally when an animal’s head
faces a particular direction [4]. This preferred direction is
independent of the animal’s position. Grid cells in the medial
entorhinal cortex (MEC) fired in multiple discrete locations
in the environment, which expressed a hexagon grid pattern
across the whole explored environment [5]. The scale of the
grid pattern increased from dorsal to ventral in the MEC,
which may provide representations for different scale envi-
ronments. It was clear that place cells in the hippocampus and
grid cells in the entorhinal cortex were an essential part of
neural circuits in spatial representation.
The hippocampus is considered to be an essential part of
neural circuits for spatial representation and navigation [3].
The dentate gyrus, as the input region of the hippocampus,
preprocesses incoming information from the superficial layers
of the entorhinal cortex, and outputs to the CA3 region of the
hippocampus. Cells with multiple spatial fields are converged
into cells with single specific spatial fields. Additionally,
the dentate gyrus also achieves pattern separation functions.
Similar incoming patterns are transformed into completely
different output patterns. Finally, sparse firing granule cells in
the dentate gyrus are thought to undertake pattern separations.
At any one time, only a very small part of granule cells are
firing [6].
But, unfortunately, how place cells are formed from diverse
inputs remains to be determined [7]. Numerous computational
models have been proposed to account for this mystery.
Neurophysiological experiments and anatomical connectivity
imply that grid cells in the MEC are likely to provide principle
inputs to place cells in the hippocampus. Grid cells in the
superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex is the main cor-
tical input to the hippocampus. Many researchers proposed
that place fields are generated by a linear combination of
periodic grid firing fields with different grid spacing and
orientation [8]–[10]. Considering individual grid patterns with
different scale as different Fourier components, the place field
of the current place cell is formed by enhancing the central
peak and canceling others [11], [12]. Nevertheless, grid cells
can converge their neural activity into a single peak only when
grid phases of all input grid cells are aligned on the central
peak, and the extra peaks can be suppressed. Meanwhile, Rolls
et al. [13] proposed that place responses may be generated
from a process of self-organized plasticity. The connections
from grid cells in the MEC to granule cells in the dentate
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2gyrus are learned through competitive Hebbian learning [14],
[15]. The dentate gyrus granule cells are turned into place cells
with a single peak, which have multiple small firing fields with
the initial random connection weights.
Although a lot of computational models describing the
interaction between the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus
have been proposed, how these models response to the real
physical environment in robotic experiment needs to be further
explored. A model from grid cells and visual place cells
to multimodal place cells was proposed to reproduce neu-
robiological experimental results. Although the model was
tested in robotic experiments, it seldom helps improve the
performance of the mobile robot [16]. Competitive Hebbian
learning was applied to compute the place cell response from
grid cell population activities based on existed continuous
attractor network [17] for building cognitive map [18], [19].
The robotic system is tested in small-scale indoor environ-
ments. Population activity of place cells is generated from
grid patterns with different scale. And yet, the modeled place
cells do not identify specific regions in the hippocampus.
The place cell representation does also not use sparse coding
scheme. An amount of grid cell layers are applied to form
place cell activity, which is quite opposite with neurobiological
experimental facts.
Actually, the mechanism that the dentate gyrus produces
sparse firing patterns to separate incoming periodic grid spatial
patterns still remains unclear and requires to be further investi-
gated in the real robotic experiments. Recently, a neural circuit
processing odors in the fruit fly olfactory system is thought to
provide a variant algorithm (called locality-sensitive hashing,
LSH) [20] to solve the pattern separation problem [21]. A ’tag’
for each odor is generated by the fly olfactory circuit. The tags
are sparsely represented by a small fraction of the neurons
for each odor. Two randomly selected, dissimilar odors share
few active neurons in the neural circuit, which is beneficial to
easily distinguish different odors. This fly algorithm strategy
may also appear in mouse olfactory circuit and rat cerebellum.
Projection from the entorhinal cortex to dentate gyrus in the
rat hippocampus is poorly known [21].
In this work, following the discovery of the fruit fly ol-
factory algorithm [21], we developed a cognitive mapping
model for mobile robots, according to anatomical structures
and known hypotheses of the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit.
Our model integrates local view cells, HD cells, conjunction
grid cells in the MEC layer III, V, and VI [22], grid cells in
the MEC layer II, and place cells in the dentate gyrus together
for building cognitive maps. Both HD cells and conjunctive
grid cells are modeled by continuous attractor networks with
the same mechanisms. HD cell model conjunctively represents
the rotational velocity and head directions of the animals. In
a similar way, grid cell model conjunctively encodes scaled
translational velocities and possible period positions in the
two-dimensional environment. More details about HD cell and
conjunctive grid cell models can be found in our previous
work [23]. Three conjunctive grid cell layers mimic the
entorhinal cortex from dorsal to ventral with scaled speed
inputs from large gain to small gain [10]. Conjunctive grid cell
activities in the deep MEC layers are summed along velocity
dimensions to generate grid cell activities in the superficial
MEC layers. The weight from grid cells to dentate gyrus is
randomly initialized and learned through competitive Hebbian
learning. After a variant algorithm in the fruit fly olfactory
circuit, the input (grid cells) dimensionality is expanded after
projection into the output (dentate gyrus granule cells) [21].
Winner-take-all (WTA) is adopted to make a very sparse
representation by controlling the sparsity of the dentate gyrus
granule cells. The place firing fields are generated by the
dentate gyrus granule cells with a variant algorithm, which is
analogous with the fruit fly olfactory circuit (a variant locality-
sensitive hashing) [21]. The sparse firing neural activity of
place cells, namely dentate gyrus granule cells, can uniquely
encode the robot positions in the explored environment. We
demonstrate our cognitive mapping model on the KITTI odom-
etry benchmark dataset [24], which is recorded from a car with
relatively high speed in urban and highway environments. The
experimental results show that our model is able to stably,
robustly build a coherent semi-metric topological map in the
large-scale outdoor environment.
This paper makes the following three specific contributions.
First, based on the anatomical structures and the cognitive
functions of entorhinal-hippocampal circuits of mammalian
brains, we proposed a model as a neural substrate to validate
the neural activity of entorhinal-hippocampal circuits, which
organically integrates HD cells, conjunction grid cells in the
MEC layer III, V, and VI, grid cells in the MEC layer II,
and place cells in the dentate gyrus together. The sparse
place firing responses are generated in the dentate gyrus
granule cells by the Winner-take-all mechanism with com-
petitive Hebbian learning rules and controlling the sparsity of
dentate gyrus activity. Second, we implemented our entorhinal-
hippocampal model on the robotic system, and demonstrated
its performance on the KITTI odometry benchmark dataset.
Moreover, we expand our cognitive mapping system to process
stereo visual inputs with a proved direct sparse visual method.
Our system successfully generates a coherent semi-metric
topological map in the large-scale outdoor environment only
from a moving stereo camera. Third, we further proved the
hypothesis that this analogous algorithm (i.e., locality-sensitive
hashing) from grid cells in the entorhinal cortex to dentate
gyrus granule cells in the hippocampus may be a general
principle of computation in the brain with different regions
and species.
II. METHOD
In this work, we proposed a model for exploring spatial
cognition that biologically mimics the cognitive function and
anatomical structure of entorhinal-hippocampal circuits of
mammalian brains. Vestibular perception is implemented by
a proved direct sparse visual odometry method to provide
linear speed and angular velocity [25]. Path integration is
performed by the HD cells and the conjunctive grid cells in
the MEC. Pattern separation is realized by the projection from
three conjunctive grid cell layers with different speed gains to
dentate gyrus granule cells to generate place firing fields. The
local view cells in the model correspond to the retrosplenial
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Fig. 1. The neural network architecture of the model and the diagram of information flow. The HD-by-velocity cells, updated by angular velocity, represent head
directions. Three grid-by-velocity cells receiving translational velocity with different gains, converted from linear speed and the head direction representations,
provide positional representation. The activity of grid cells is generated from corresponding grid-by-velocity cells by summation along velocity dimensions.
The sparse place firing responses are generated from three grid cells in the dentate gyrus granule cells by the Winner-take-all mechanism with competitive
Hebbian learning rules and controlling the sparsity of dentate gyrus activity. The neural encodes are read from the spatial memory network to build a cognitive
map.
cortex or visual cortex and provide visual information to the
entorhinal-hippocampal circuit. Cognitive map corresponds to
the hippocampus to describe an internal spatial representation
among salient landmarks in an environment. In the following,
the core components of the proposed cognitive mapping model
is described for showing high mapping performance in the
large-scale environment.
A. Neural Network Architecture
The architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 1.
Angular velocity and linear speed are estimated by a traditional
direct sparse visual odometry, which not includes biological
inspiration. The proved odometry achieves good performance
both in terms of accuracy and robustness from a single moving
stereo camera [25].
A ring attractor in the neural space is formed by the
HD cells through population coding. The head direction of
the robot in the physical environment is presented by the
phase of an activity bump. When a real angular velocity
value is fed into the HD cell network from the real robot,
a subset of HD cells would be activated. Then the activity
bump would rotate intrinsically with the same input angular
velocity through attractor dynamics. Confined by the periodic
boundary conditions, the conjunctive grid cells generates a
torus attractor in the neural space. The HD cells and linear
speed are tuned to activated a subset of conjunctive grid
cells. The grid activity bump moves through intrinsic attractor
dynamics with a velocity proportional to the movement of
the animal in the physical environment. Conjunctive grid cells
simultaneously include the properties of grid cells and speed
cells [26], and represent the scaled velocity and the possible
periodic position.
Here, three conjunctive grid cell layers with different speed
gains from large to small generate three different grid pat-
terns, corresponding to neurons in the MEC from dorsal to
ventral [10]. Three corresponding grid cell layers in the MEC
layer II are shaped by removing the velocity dimensions of
the three conjunctive grid cell layers. Every grid layer has
400 grid cells. The place firing responses in the dentate gyrus
granule cells are generated from the three grid layers. First,
the weight from three grid cell layers to dentate gyrus granule
cells are randomly initialized. Then, the weight is learned
by competitive Hebbian learning to form place fields. During
the learning process, winner-take-all is adopted to control the
sparsity of dentate gyrus granule cells. Thus, very sparse place
cell codings emerge in the dentate gyrus to separate similar
grid patterns for distinguishing positions of the robot in the
physical environment.
B. HD-by-Velocity Cell Model
Angular velocity is integrated by HD-by-velocity cell net-
work representing a one-dimensional head direction. Head
direction and rotation are conjunctively encoded in the HD-
by-velocity cell network.
1) Neural Representation of Head Direction and Angular
Velocity: Each unit in the network is labeled by its coordinate
(θ ,ν) on a two dimensional neural manifold. θ ∈ [0,2pi) is
the internal representation of head directions with periodic
boundary condition in the environment. Angular velocity is
encoded by ν ∈ [−Lr,Lr]. Both ν and θ are dimensionless
quantities in the neural space, which are related to the real
angular velocity and the head direction of the robot. The con-
nection weights are designed between units to generate a single
4stable bump of activity both in the direction dimension θ and
in the rotation dimension ν . The strength of the connection
between a presynaptic unit (θ ′,ν ′) and a postsynaptic unit
(θ ,ν) can be defined as
J(θ ,ν |θ ′,ν ′) = J0+ J1 cos
(
θ −θ ′−ν ′)cos(λ (ν−ν ′)) . (1)
where J0 < 0 is a uniform inhibition, J1 > 0 describes the
interaction strength, and λ defines the spread of velocity
tuning. As the center of the postsynaptic unit is not at θ ′ but at
θ ′+ν ′, the connection weight from the unit at θ ′ to the unit at
θ in the direction dimension is asymmetric. The asymmetric
weights cause the bump to move along the direction dimension
with a velocity determined by ν ′.
2) Network Dynamics: The bump activity of the network
is driven by by velocity and sensory inputs. The firing rate
m(θ ,ν) of the unit at coordinate (θ ,ν) can be defined as
τm˙(θ ,ν) =−m(θ ,ν)
+ f
(∫∫
DθDνJ(θ ,ν |θ ′,ν ′)m(θ ′,ν ′)+ Iν + Iview
)
,
(2)
where Iν and Iview are the velocity tuned input and the
calibration current injected by local view cells respectively,
which we will explain in detail below. τ is the time constant set
to 10 ms. f (x) is a threshold-linear function: f (x)≡ [x]+ = x
when x> 0 and 0 otherwise. The shorthand notations are used∫
Dθ =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθ , and
∫
Dν =
1
2Lr
∫ Lr
−Lr
dν .
3) Angular Velocity Inputs: To integrate the real angular
velocity of the robot, it must be mapped onto the neural
manifold of the HD network at the appropriate position. Given
an external angular velocity V , the desired bump location in
the ν dimension can be written as [27]
u(V ) = arctan(τV ) . (3)
Here τ is the time constant defined in Equation 2. The velocity
input to the HD-by-velocity units is simply modeled by a
tuning function of Gaussian shape
Iν(ν |V ) = Ir
[
1− εr + εr,exp
(
− (ν−u(V ))
2
2σ2r
)]
. (4)
Here Ir is the amplitude of the rotational velocity input, εr
defines the strength of velocity tuning, and σr is the sharpness
of the velocity tuning.
4) Estimation of Head Direction: The head direction and
angular velocity of the robot in the physical environment are
encoded by the activity bump on the θ axis and ν axis. Fourier
transformations are utilized to recover the head direction and
angular velocity of the robot from the neural activity of the
network
ψ = 6 (
∫∫
m(θ ,ν)exp(iθ)DθDν), (5)
φ =
6 (
∫∫
m(θ ,ν)exp(iλν)DθDν)
λ
. (6)
Here i is the imaginary unit, and function 6 (Z) takes the
angle of a complex number Z. ψ ∈ [0,2pi) is the estimated
phase of the bump in the direction axis of the neural space,
corresponding to the head direction of the robot in the physical
environment. φ ∈ (−Lr,Lr) is the estimated phase of the bump
in the velocity axis of the neural space, and can be recovered
to the angular velocity of the robot in the physical space by
inverting Equation 3
V =
tan(φ)
τ
. (7)
Note that Lr should be selected large enough, so that the
recovered velocity V is capable of representing all possible
angular velocities of the robot.
C. Grid-by-Velocity Cell Model
Then, our HD-by-velocity cell model is expanded to do
path integration in the two-dimensional environment. Two-
dimensional spatial locations and two-dimensional velocity are
represented in the grid-by-velocity cell network. The units in
the network are wired with appropriate connection profiles, so
that the hexagonal grid firing pattern is created and translated
in the spatial dimension of the neural manifold.
1) Neural Representation of Position and Velocity: Units in
the grid-by-velocity network is labeled by coordinates (~θ ,~ν)
in a four dimensional neural space. ~θ = (θx,θy) represents
two dimensional positions with periodic boundary conditions
in the environment, i.e. θx,θy ∈ [0,2pi). νx and νy are chosen
in [−Lt ,Lt ]. ~ν = (νx,νy) encodes the velocity components in
the environment. The connection weights from unit (~θ ′,~ν ′) to
(~θ ,~ν) is described as
J(~θ ,~ν |~θ ′,~ν ′) = J0+ Jk cos
k√ ∑
j∈{x,y}
||θ j−θ ′j−ν ′j||2

cos
λ√ ∑
j∈{x,y}
(ν j−ν ′j)2
 ,
(8)
where integer k = 2, is chosen so that the network accommo-
dates two bumps both in θx axis and in θy axis. There is only
one bump in each of the velocity dimensions however. ||d||
is the distance on a circle: ||d|| = mod(d + pi,2pi)− pi , and
mod(x,y) ∈ [0,y) gives x modulo y.
2) Network Dynamics: Although the manifold structure of
the grid-by-velocity cell network are different with the HD-by-
velocity cell network, they share the same intrinsic dynamics
as in Equation 2
τm˙(~θ ,~ν) =−m(~θ ,~ν)
+ f
(∫∫
D~θD~νJ(~θ ,~ν |~θ ′,~ν ′)m(~θ ′,~ν ′)+ Iν + Iview
)
.
(9)
Note that
∫
D~θ =
1
4pi2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
dθxdθy, and∫
D~ν =
1
4L2t
∫ Lt
−Lt
∫ Lt
−Lt
dνxdνy.
53) Translational Velocity Inputs: For performing accurate
path integration, the input velocity of the robot in the physical
environment should be proportional to the velocity of the
moving bumps in the neural manifold. The activity bumps are
pinned on appropriate positions on the velocity axes according
to the tuned velocity inputs, so that the bumps move with the
desired velocity.
The translational velocity ~V = (Vx,Vy) of the robot is
calculated from the head direction estimated from HD-by-
velocity units (Equation 5) and linear speed by projecting to
the axes of the reference frame. The running speed is encoded
by the speed cells in the MEC of the rodent brain. Given the
translational velocity of the robot, the desired positions on the
velocity axes in the neural space are given by ~u(~V ) [27]
~u(~V ) =
1
k
arctan
(
2piτ~V
S
)
, (10)
where the function arctan operates on each dimension of ~V . S
is a scaling factor between the external velocity of the robot
in the physical environment and the velocity of the bumps in
the neural space. S determines the spacing between the fields
of grid firing pattern in the environment.
The velocity-tuned inputs to the grid-by-velocity units are
tuned by a Gaussian form for simplicity
Iν(~ν |~V ) = It
[
1− ε+ ε exp
(
−|~ν−~u(
~V )|2
2σ2t
)]
, (11)
where | · | is the Euclidean norm of a vector. It is the amplitude
of the translational velocity input.
D. Model from Grid Cells to Dentate Gyrus Granule Cells
Three grid layers in the MEC layer II are projected to form
sparse place firing patterns in the dentate gyrus. Sparse place
representation is able to realize pattern separation between
similar grid patterns. It is similar to a variant LSH.
1) Model: Grid activities m(~θ) are summed from conjunc-
tive grid activities m(~θ ,~ν) along velocity axes ~ν . The total
number of all three grid layers is N = 1,200 units. The total
number of place cells in the dentate gyrus is M = 6,400 units.
Each place unit receives input from all grid units in three grid
layers. The firing rate pi of a place unit can be defined as
pi = f
(
M
∑
j=1
wi jm j(~θ)−δ
)
, (12)
where j is the index of grid units, wi j is synaptic weight from
grid unit j to place unit i; f (x) is a threshold-linear function,
f (x) = x when x > 0 and 0 otherwise. δ is the threshold of
the place cell network, calculated each time to ensure that the
mean and sparsity of the place unit activity are both equal to
a preset constant value a
∑Mi=1 pi
M
= a, (13)
(∑Mi=1 pi/M)2
∑Mi=1 p2i /M
= a. (14)
2) Hebbian Learning Rules: The weights are learned
through a competitive Hebbian learning rule, which can be
described as
wi j(t+1) = f
(
wi j(t)+ ε pi
(
m j(~θ)−〈m j(~θ
)
〉
)
, (15)
where t denotes the current time step, t + 1 is the next time
step; f (x) is also a threshold-linear function, f (x) = x when
x > 0 and 0 otherwise; 〈·〉 represents the average of the
elements. ε is a positive learning rate, which is set to 0.000001.
The weights are randomly initialized in the range [0,1] before
first learning. At each time step, the weights are normalized
by √
∑
j
w2i j(t) = 1. (16)
Combination of the threshold of the place cell network δ
and Hebbian learning rules, only a certain amount of place
units are activated represented by the WTA mechanism.
E. Direct Sparse Stereo Visual Odometry
New stereo frame
Initialized?
Tracking on 
reference KF
New KF?
Initialization
Refine KFs
Add new KF
Joint optimization
Marginalization
Velocity calculation
Stereo images
Publish velocity
No
Yes
No
Yes
Fig. 2. The diagram of the direct sparse stereo visual odometry.
In order to obtain an undistorted cognitive map, the ac-
curate estimation of velocity is urgently required. Previous
researches [23], [28] are only capable of performing rough
velocity estimation with the scanline intensity profiles. In our
SLAM system, we adopted a proved visual odometry with
more accuracy and robustness [25], [29]. In the next, we would
only provide an overview of the visual odometry.
The visual odometry receives the stereo images and pub-
lishes current velocity information to other nodes by ROS mes-
sage types. The direct sparse stereo visual odometry processes
stereo images shown in Fig 2. First, depth estimation from
static stereo matching is employed to initialize the system.
6Second, every new frame is tracked with respect to their
reference keyframe (KF). Third, Whether the new keyframe is
added to the current active window is determined by scene or
illumination changes. Fourth, a joint optimization is performed
for all keyframes in the current active window, including
keyframes’ poses, affine brightness parameters, the depths of
all the observed selected points, and camera intrinsics. Fifth,
to prevent the growth of the size in the active window, active
points not observed by the two latest keyframes and hosted in
the old keyframe, as well as the old keyframe are marginalized
out. Finally, the current velocity is estimated and published to
other nodes.
In this section, the same denotation applied from [29].
Light, bold lower-case letters and bold upper-case letters are
utilized to denote scalars (u), vectors (t) and matrices (R)
respectively. Functions (I) is represented by Light upper-case
letters. Camera calibration matrices are defined by K. Camera
poses are denoted by matrices of the special Euclidean group
Ti ∈ SE(3), which transform a 3D coordinate from the camera
coordinate system to the world coordinate system. ΠK and
Π−1K denotes camera projection and back-projection functions,
respectively.
1) Direct Image Alignment Formulation: A point set P in
the reference frame Ii is observed in another frame I j, and then
the energy function of direct image alignment can be written
as
Ei j = ∑
p∈Pi
∑
p˜∈Np
ωp˜
∥∥∥∥I j[p˜′]−b j− ea jeai (Ii[p˜]−bi)
∥∥∥∥
γ
, (17)
where p is an image coordinate of a 3D point, Np is the 8-
point pattern of p, || · ||γ is a Huber norm, and ai,bi,a j,b j
model an affine brightness change for frame i and j. The
pattern point p˜ is projected into p˜′ in I j calculated by
p˜′ =ΠK
(
T jiΠ−1K (p˜,dp˜)
)
, (18)
where dp˜ is the inverse depth of p˜, T ji transforms a point from
frame i to frame j. ωp˜ is a down-weights high image gradients
ωp˜ =
c2
c2+‖∇Ii(p˜)‖22
, (19)
with a constant c.
2) Tracking: A semidense depth map is firstly estimated by
static stereo matching for initialization of the visual odometry
system. The inverse depth value of points is required by
tracking the second frame by Equation (17).
For tracking every new stereo frame, we project all the
points inside the active window into the new stereo frame. We
perform the optimization by minimizing the energy function
of direct image alignment (17) with Gauss-Newton. The pose
of the new stereo frame is obtained by fixing the depth values.
3) Frame Management: After successfully tracking a new
stereo frame, scene or illumination changing determines
whether making a new keyframe or not. Mean squared optical
flow is utilized to evaluate the scene changing between the
new stereo frame and the last keyframe in the active window
and quantized by the relative brightness.
If making a new keyframe, a sparse set of points is chosen
from the current image, namely candidate points. For ensuring
selected points with sufficient gradient across the images, we
divided the image into small blocks. The size of small blocks
is proportional to the size of the image. An adaptive threshold
is calculated in each small block. If the gradient of a point is
great enough to surpass the threshold, the point is selected.
If making no new keyframe, the non-keyframe is utilized
to refine the inverse depth of candidate points. Static stereo
matching acquires better tracking accuracy.
To control the growth of the size of the active window,
old keyframes would be marginalized. The old active points
that are hosted in the old keyframes and not observed by
the two latest keyframes would be removed. After removing
old keyframes and old points, candidate points become active
points hosted in the new keyframe and observed in another
keyframes, which prepares for creating new photometric en-
ergy function items for joint optimization.
4) Joint Optimization: Energy items of static stereo and
temporal multi-view stereo are all considered in the joint
optimization. The joint energy function can be written as
E = ∑
i∈F
∑
p∈Pi
(
∑
j∈obst (p)
Epi j +λE
p
is
)
, (20)
where F is the set of keyframes in the current window, Pi is
the set of points in the frame Ii, obst(p) are the observations
of p from temporal multi-view stereo. λ is a coupling factor
between temporal multi-view stereo and static stereo. The
energy function of temporal multi-view stereo Epi j can be
described as
Epi j = ωp
∥∥∥∥I j[p′(Ti,T j,d,c)]−b j− ea jeai (Ii[p]−bi)
∥∥∥∥
γ
, (21)
and the energy function of static stereo Epis can be described
as
Epis = ωp
∥∥∥∥∥IRi [p′(T ji,d,c)]−bRi − ea
R
j
ea
L
i
(
Ii[p]−bLi
)∥∥∥∥∥
γ
, (22)
where c is the global camera intrinsics. The final energy
function is optimized by Gauss-Newton algorithm, which is
further described in [25], [29].
5) Velocity Calculation: After joint optimization of static
stereo and temporal multi-view stereo in the active window, the
current velocity is obtained from the poses of two latest stereo
keyframes. A point is transformed from frame Ii to frame I j:
T ji = T−1j Ti =
[
R ji t ji
0 1
]
. (23)
Rotational and translational velocity can be calculated from
R ji and t ji, respectively. The rotational velocity ω can be
written as
ω = atan2
(
R ji(2,0),
√
R ji(2,1)2+R ji(2,2)2
)
/∆t, (24)
and the translational velocity v can be written as
v =
√
t ji(0)2+ t ji(2)2/∆t, (25)
where R ji is 3-by-3 matrix, v is a 3-by-1 vector.
7F. Calibration from Local View Cells
Due to the accumulation of error during the process of
path integration, landmark calibrations are required for HD-by-
Velocity cell network and grid-by-Velocity cell network. After
visual calibrations, place cells help to build a coherent spatial
encodes. For stereo camera images, local view templates are
extracted from the left camera images to represent the current
scenes. If a local view is never seen before, a new local
view cell is created in the system, including the local view
template, the HD units activities m(θ), and the three grid units
activities m(~θ) without velocity dimensions. If a local view
is similar to one of the previous local view templates, the
corresponding local view cell is activated. The activated local
view cell injects energy into the HD-by-Velocity cell network
and the three grid-by-Velocity cell networks. The HD units
activities m(θ), and the three grid units activities m(~θ) stored
in the activated local view cell are scaled and expanded into
velocity dimensions with the same values, and then, injected
into the corresponding networks. The place cell activities are
changed as the activity changes of three grid layers.
G. Cognitive Map
The mental map-like representation is learned in the
entorhinal-hippocampal circuits, including HD cells, conjunc-
tive grid cells, grid cells, and place cells. The spatial codes
are read out to build cognitive maps by the experience map
representation [28]. A topological map is able to store the
positions and their transitions according to direct sparse visual
odometry. When the current place firing pattern is similar to
the previous place firing pattern, a loop closure is adopted
to optimize the topological map using a graph relaxation
algorithm.
H. Implementation of the Cognitive Mapping Model
Our cognitive mapping system is implemented in Robot
Operating System (ROS) Indigo on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (Trusty)
with C++ language. The software architecture of our cognitive
mapping system is organized into five nodes (Figure 3).
The visual odometry node real-time estimates the angular
velocity and translational speed based on direction sparse
method from a moving stereo camera. It receives images from
ROS either from a camera or from stored data in a bagfile.
The local view cell node determines whether the current
image view is a novel or not. It provides calibration current
to the networks in the spatial memory node.
The spatial memory network node organically integrates HD
cells, conjunction grid cells in the MEC layer III, V, and
VI, grid cells in the MEC layer II, and place cells in the
dentate gyrus together. This node receives two types of ROS
messages as inputs: odometry and view templates. As shown in
section II-B3 and II-C3, the HD-by-Velocity cell network and
grid-by-Velocity cell network integrate velocity information
and visual information to form neural codes. The sparse place
firing responses are generated in the dentate gyrus granule cells
by the Winner-take-all mechanism with competitive Hebbian
learning rules and controlling the sparsity of dentate gyrus
Sensor/bagfile
Experience Map
Spatial Memory 
Networks
Visual Odometry
Local View Cells
Fig. 3. The software architecture of the cognitive mapping system. The
stereo images are provided by the sensor/bagfile node. Velocity is estimated
by visual odometry node. The local view cell node determines whether the
current view is novel or not. The spatial memory network node performs path
integration and decision making to create links and vertices. The topological
map is built by the experience map node.
activity. It distinctively encodes the pose of the robot. The
spatial memory node also makes decisions about the creation
of vertices and links in experience map, and sends ROS
messages of graph operations to the experience map node.
The experience map node builds a coherent cognitive map
from the neural codes of the place units. The key locations of
the environment are represented as the vertices in a topological
graph. A vertex stores the position estimated from the spatial
memory network. A link maintains odometric transition infor-
mation between vertices. On loop closure, a topological map
relaxation method is used to find the minimum disagreement
by optimizing the positions of vertices [30]. When the current
position in the spatial memory network is far enough from the
position of the previous vertex, a new vertex is created and a
new edge is connected to the previous vertex.
Finally, we write python scripts to visualize the live state of
our cognitive mapping system. In order not to trivially show
the running windows of our system. The neural activity of HD-
by-Velocity cells, grid-by-Velocity cells, grid cells and place
cells can be found in Figure 4. The image of the scene and the
local view templates, as well as the current experience map,
can be found in Figure 5E and F, respectively. The mapping
process shows all the live state of our cognitive mapping
system in video S1 in Supplementary Materials.
III. RESULTS
In this study, we resorted to robot navigation system for
testing hypotheses about spatial cognition and validating our
proposed cognitive mapping model. We modularly imple-
mented our proposed cognitive mapping model based on ROS
platform and demonstrated our model on the KITTI odometry
benchmark dataset [24]. The KITTI odometry benchmark
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Fig. 4. Neural representations in the cognitive mapping model. The activity of each unit from zero to maximal is color-coded from blue to red. Two groups
of figures show activities of the units in the beginning of the experiments when the robot is static, and at a randomly selected time stamp when the robot is
moving. (A) The population activity of the HD-by-velocity units. The direction θ shows on the horizontal axis. The velocity ν shows on the vertical axis. The
center of the bump is at (0,0) shown in A1. The center of the bump shown in A2 is at (5.64,0.0017). (B, C, D) The population activity of the grid-by-velocity
units. In every conjunctive grid layer, the four-dimensional population activity is sliced in the νx and νy into 49 planes, νx increasing from left to right and
νy decreasing from top to bottom. In each panel, the horizontal axis is the axis θx and the vertical axis is the axis θy with the same velocity label. Three
same conjunctive grid patterns are shown in B1, C1, D1 in the beginning of the experiment. With velocity scale factor 1.4 between two consecutive grid
modules, three different conjunctive grid patterns are shown in B2, C2, D2 in the middle of the experiment. (F, G, H) The population activity of the grid
units is correspondingly summed from the population activity of the conjunctive grid units along velocity axes νx and νy. (E) Sparse coding of place units.
The units with stronger firing intensity in top 4 are labeled with white circles.
dataset is recorded by a stereo camera from a car with
relatively high speed in urban and highway environments. The
stereo camera records images with resolution of 1241× 376
pixels at 10 Hz. Our mapping system runs on a PC with 3.4
GHz six-core Intel i7 processor and 64 GB memory. Video
S1 in Supplementary Materials shows the mapping process of
the KITTI odometry benchmark dataset sequence 00 by our
implemented mapping system.
A. Neural Representation
Figure 4 shows two groups of activities of HD-by-velocity
units (Figure 4A), the grid-by-velocity units (Figure 4B, C,
and D), the grid units (Figure 4F, G, and H), and the place
units (Figure 4E). Group 1 shows activities of all units in the
beginning of the experiments, when the robot is stationary. At
this moment, as angular velocity is zero, the bump of HD-
by-velocity units is centered in the middle of the velocity
dimension shown in Figure 4A1. And since the inputs of
translational velocities are also zero, three bumps of grid-by-
velocity units are centered in the middle of velocity dimen-
sions shown in Figure 4B1, C1, and D1. When the robot is on
the original position, three bumps of grid units express three
same grid patterns in the initial state shown in Figure 4F1, F1,
and H1. With randomly initialized weights, after competitive
Hebbian learning, the sparse firing pattern of place units is
generated from grid units (in Figure 4F1, F1, and H1) shown
in Figure 4E1. In order to easily show the results, the stronger
firing units in top 4 are labeled with white circles.
And group 2 shows activities of all units at a randomly
selected time stamp, when the robot is moving. The activity
bump of HD-by-velocity is centered at (5.64, 0.0017) shown
in Figure 4A2, which means the robot is heading in 323.3◦ and
rotating at 0.17 rad/s. Considering the velocity scale factor is
1.4 between two consecutive grid-by-velocity modules in three
modules, three activity bumps of grid-by-velocity moves with
different velocity shown in Figure 4B2, C2, and D2. With the
same velocity input, three different grid patterns emerge to
encode the same position in the physical environment shown
in Figure 4F2, F2, and H2. Competitive Hebbian learning with
winner-take-all is adopted to generate a sparse firing pattern
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Fig. 5. Stability of the place cell representation when the robot revisits a familiar location. There are two groups of figures. In each group, it includes three
activity bumps of grid-by-velocity units (A, B, C), firing pattern of place units (D), the visual input (E), and experience map (F). (A, B, C) Three activity
bumps of grid-by-velocity units are shown in A1, B1, and C1, when the robot visits the location first time. When the robot revisits the same location, neural
network states of three grid-by-velocity units are calibrated by the visual feedbacks from local view cells. The local view cells inject currents into the three
grid-by-velocity networks. After multiple continuous current injections, the grid patterns shown in A2, B2, and C2 become similar to the grid patterns shown
in A1, B1, and C1 when the robot first visits the location. (D) The activity pattern of place units in D1 is similar to the pattern in D2, in terms of the top 4
units with stronger firing intensity. (E) The input image and matched template pair. E1 shows the same location as E2. (F) The current experience map. F1
and F2 shows the robot passes the corner for the first time and the second time, respectively.
shown in Figure 4E2. The two place firing patterns shown
in Figure 4E1 and E2 are nonoverlapping, which share no
active place units, so that different locations can be easily
distinguished. It should be noted that the place units are listed
randomly. For the convenience of viewing the firing pattern,
the 6400 place units display in the form of 80-by-80 matrix.
Two different locations in the physical environment have
two completely different sparse place firing pattern. When the
robot revisits a familiar location, the place cell representation
should be stable in different time stamp. Figure 5 wants to
show that when the robot revisits a location for the second
time, the activity pattern of place units is sufficiently similar to
the activity pattern of place units for the first time. From local
view scenes (Figure 5E) and experience maps (Figure 5F),
it can be easily confirmed that the robot revisited the same
location. When the robot firstly comes to the location, three
activity bumps of grid-by-velocity are shown in Figure 5A1,
B1, and C1. After multiple continuous current injections to
three grid-by-velocity networks from local view cells, the
grid patterns in Figure 5A2, B2, and C2 are accordingly
similar to the grid patterns in Figure 5A1, B1, and C1,
without considering the velocity dimensions. For avoiding the
influence of noise, place units with firing intensity in top
4 are just compared. The two sparse place firing patterns
in Figure 5D1 and D2 present very high similarity at the
same location in the physical environment, although the firing
intensity of the place units is slightly different. In a word,
the cognitive mapping model can encode the same location
with the familiar place firing pattern, when the robot revisits
a familiar location.
B. Cognitive Map
The cognitive map of the KITTI odometry benchmark
dataset sequence 00 is generated by the implemented mapping
system shown in Figure 6. The vertices in the topological map
are present by the thick green line, which represents the robot
position in the explored environment. Two related vertices are
connected by the link presented by the fine blue line. As the
link also contains the information about the physical distance,
the experience map becomes a semi-metric topological map.
The cognitive map of the KITTI odometry benchmark
dataset sequence 00 is qualitatively compared with the ground
truth shown in Figure 7. The cognitive map captures the
overall layout of the road network, including loop closures,
intersections, corners, and curves intersections, which can be
clearly seen using naked eyes. On the whole, the cognitive
mapping system can build the cognitive map consistent with
the ground truth of the environment.
C. Firing Rate Maps
The place units have already formed similar firing patterns
to encode the same location in the physical environment when
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Fig. 6. The cognitive map is a semi-metric topological map of the KITTI
odometry benchmark dataset sequence 00 created by the mapping system.
The topological vertices is presented by the small green circles. The blue thin
line describes links between connected vertices.
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Our Cognitive Map
Fig. 7. Our cognitive map (Blue) and ground truth (Red) of sequence 00
from the KITTI odometry benchmark dataset.
the robot revisits a location. Here, in order to see the response
of the single place unit, the activity of a place unit is shown on
the top of the cognitive map. Figure 8A shows the firing rate
map of two HD units with two opposite preferred direction.
The two HD units have strong firing rate only when the
robot moves south to north or north to south on the parallel
roads. Since the error accumulation during path integration
process and the big width of the activity bump in the HD-
by-velocity network, the two HD units also fire on the near
road. Due to the periodic boundary conditions on the torus
attractor manifold, the grid unit fires at multiple locations in
the explored environment shown in Figure 8B. As the simple
running trajectory of the robot is quite different from the
repeated trajectory of the rat in the biological experiments,
it would be unlikely to see the similar grid pattern in [5].
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Fig. 8. Firing rate maps of HD cells, grid cells, and place cells. In each panel,
the firing rate is color-coded by the jet colormap from blue (zero firing rate)
to red (high firing rate). (A) The firing rate map of the total activity of the
HD units with two opposite preferred directions. (B) The firing rate map of
a grid unit. (C) The firing rate map of a place unit.
Then, the firing rate map of a place unit is shown in
Figure 8C. The neural representation of grid units and place
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units are completely different. Each grid unit is ordered and
related to other grid units in the same grid layer by intrinsic
attractor dynamics. Nevertheless, each place unit is arranged
without order, and unrelated to other neighbor place units. The
sparse firing patterns are formed by controlling the sparsity of
the place units and competitive Hebbian learning with winner-
take-all. The place unit locates at 100 in the list of 6400
place units. When the robot moves closer to the center of the
place firing field presented in Figure 8C, the firing rate alway
gradually increases. Otherwise, when the robot moves farther
to the center of the place firing field, the firing rate always
slowly decreases. Since the grid unit fires at multiple locations
in the environment, the ambiguity of neural representation
exists in the grid cell network. Fortunately, the place unit only
fires in one location, which can uniquely encode the location of
the robot. Two different locations can be easily distinguished
according to the firing patterns of place units.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this work, we develop an entorhinal-hippocampal model
from grid cells to place cells for cognitive mapping. Three
grid-by-velocity layers in the deep entorhinal cortex with
different velocity gains are summed along velocity dimensions
into three grid layers in the superficial entorhinal cortex and
then projected into the dentate gyrus granule cells. The sparse
place firing patterns are formed in the dentate gyrus granule
cells by the Winner-take-all mechanism with competitive Heb-
bian learning rules and controlling the sparsity of dentate gyrus
activity. Following the fruit fly olfactory algorithm [21], three
grid layers activities (400 grid cells in each layer) are expanded
into the dentate gyrus granule cells (6400 granule cells) by
a variant locality-sensitive hashing algorithm to sparsify the
encoding of a location. We seek help from the robot system
to validate our entorhinal-hippocampal model. We modularly
implemented our entorhinal-hippocampal model on the vision-
only robot mapping system based on ROS, and demonstrated
on the KITTI odometry benchmark dataset, which is able
to successfully build a coherent semi-metric topological map
of the large-scale outdoor environment (see Video S1 in
Supplementary Materials).
In terms of the biological plausibility of the entorhinal-
hippocampal model, in the rat hippocampus, there are 30,000
grid cells in the entorhinal cortex, and 1.2 million dentate
gyrus granule cells in the hippocampus [21]. We basically
followed the biological facts to design our model. If the size
of the environment increases, more grid layers with diverse
spacings, orientations, and phases, and dentate gyrus granule
cells are needed to ensure that neural representations for two
randomly selected locations share few, if any, active neurons
to easily distinguish different locations. This function is called
pattern separation in the dentate gyrus, which transforms
relatively similar grid patterns into substantially different place
firing patterns. From a computer science perspective, the
entorhinal-hippocampal circuit can be thought of as a hashing
function, whose inputs are three different grid patterns and
whose output is a place firing pattern. The place firing pattern
is a tag for the location (called hash). Although different
place firing patterns are able to discriminate locations in the
environment (Figure 4), it also provides an ability to associate
very similar locations with similar place firing patterns (Fig-
ure 5). When the robot comes back to the familiar scenes,
a noisy place firing pattern is experienced. It is very likely
to presume that the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit is locality-
sensitive. The more similar two locations are, the more similar
two place firing patterns are. We provide further evidence
that this analogous algorithm from grid cells in the MEC
to dentate gyrus granule cells in the hippocampus, namely,
locality-sensitive hashing, may exist in the brain with different
regions and species as a general mechanism of computation.
For the place firing patterns shown in Figure 5, two place
firing patterns are just similar on the whole, not exactly
the same pattern. This is because that multiple continuous
current injections from local view cells make the sharpness
of two grid patterns slightly different. And it further leads
two place firing patterns to become slightly different. As the
error accumulation during the process of path integration, and
local view cells anchor grids to local cues, the grid cells, and
HD cells do not express firing patterns accurately shown in
Figure 8 [31]. Without repeated exploration like the rat in the
biological experiments, it is one of the reasons [5].
The most relevant research is an entorhinal-hippocampal
model using for cognitive map building [18]. Population
activity of place cells is created from multiple grid cell layers
with different grid spacings in the neural space, not with
different gains of the velocity input [10]. The population
activity of place cells shows a single bump in the neural space.
The specific region in the hippocampus is not determined
for modeled the place cell. An amount of grid cell layers
are used in their model to form place cell response with a
simple bump in the neural space, whose number of grid cells
is far more than the number of place cells. In our model, we
used three grid layers with different gains of velocity inputs
to form place firing patterns [10], which specifically mimics
the dentate gyrus granule cells in the hippocampus with place
firing fields [6]. The input patterns with a small number of
grid cells are projected into very sparse firing patterns with a
large number of place cells, which is realized by an algorithm
analogous to locality-sensitive hashing [21].
Comparing with the fruit fly olfactory algorithm, odorant
receptor neurons (ORNs) in the fly’s nose are first converted
into projection neurons (PNs) in the glomeruli, and then
PNs are projected into Kenyon cells (KCs), connected by a
sparse, binary random weight [21]. Whereas, in our work, the
weight from grid cells to dentate gyrus granule cells is dense
and learned by competitive Hebbian learning with the WTA
mechanism. Since each location in the environment is encoded
a place firing pattern determined only by a very small fraction
of weight, the connection can also be considered to be sparse.
Several limitations have remained in our study. First, al-
though our cognitive mapping system has been demonstrated
on the bench mark dataset, due to the large number of cells
mimicked by our model, it is unlikely to run our system in
real time. Second, limited by computational resources, more
grid layers with diverse spacings, orientations, and phases and
granule cells in the dentate gyrus are not tested.
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For future works, we plan to quantitatively compare our
topological maps with the ground truth of the environment,
like metric maps. we will also further explore spatial rep-
resentation of place cells in CA1 or CA3 regions in the
hippocampus.
V. CONCLUSION
In a word, an entorhinal-hippocampal model from grid cells
to place cells is proposed in this work to build the cognitive
map based on the benchmark dataset. Three grid cell layers
with different gains of velocity inputs are projected into the
dentate gyrus granule cells to generate sparse place firing
patterns for easily distinguishing different locations in the
environment. We view the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit as
a variant locality-sensitive hashing function, like the fruit fly
olfactory circuit. We further prove the algorithm may be a
general principle of computation in different brain regions
and species. Our model provides a better way to understand
how spatial cognition works in the brain, and also develop
models in analogous brain regions as a unified computing
problem. Moreover, the model inspires a high-performance
cognitive mapping system able to build a coherent semi-metric
topological map on the benchmark dataset, and it also provides
a possible alternative to build a more smarter and reliable robot
brain from neuroscience.
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